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Today our study in the T nCoranandients moves to the command that
is perhaps the oldest of all, the fourth command. Exodus 29:8 puts it

succinctly: "Remember the Sabbath Day, to keep it holy." It is a pointed

law being much older than the time of Moses (Genesis 2:3) and relates

toa matter of life as plain as the calendar on the study wall. Yet this

coainandinent is actually one of the most abused in spite of its stature and

prominence. The abuse comes frcm two sources: those who completely ignore
the will of God and those who offer hypocritical aspersions cf keeping it.

The heart of the command is a test of loyalty and love which the worshipper
must feel for Cod. It is not a performance for which the cotrnan&ent

calls, it is for an expression of love from the heart.

In the rol'of the cot'mandnents we are t.auht to resnect the Lord

before we do anything else. We re to honor his Perwn, wcrshi,, and

His name. Then, in order that the reality of is coolness might be known in

our lives, e are to honor His day. That means we are to allow Cod time

in our lives, re are not to be too busy to listen to !in or to speak with

!tin. This dty of reflecticn hrincs to a concusie bend the bztic relation

ship with God. 'e 're t' he "il1iv to lore, rth1t, honor and to set

adide our times for Him.

E Fourth Comrtandnent: The Sabbath

":onor Fis Day" that is the point of this word, It is his day by virtue

of creation as we read in Txodu2 20:11. Creation was the work of Cod in

Genesis ]. rher, in six successive days he sokc and the force of )!iv

cpcakinq brought into existence the world as we know it. Creation ceased

with the 7th day and red rested. We should not inseine that the Lord was
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